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COLONIAL
They have come to feed
Come to take you away like robbers of the grave
Don’t speak
Be still little lover
Don’t you fret
Cause’ our burning eyes
We see right through your disguise
Claim what you want to, forget what you will
You don’t always get to consume what you kill

There are rabid deceivers waiting patiently to colonize this decrepit falling kingdom of dust

Burning eyes, we see right through your disguise
Claim what you want to, forget what you will
You don’t always get to consume what you kill

They have come to feed
Come to take you away like robbers of the grave
Don’t speak
Be still little lover
Don’t you fret a thing

They have come to feed
Come to take you away like robbers of the grave
Don’t speak
Be still little lover
Don’t you fret a thing

Burning eyes, we see right through your disguise
Claim what you want to, forget what you will
You don’t always get to consume what you kill

Burning eyes
Consume what we kill
Burning eyes
Consume what we kill

VOYAGER
Walking through the world with your head down and your eyes closed
Searching for the answer that everyone around you seemingly knows
It’s anything goes, discompose, pick your poison, come on
You’re stuck here in between fantasy and a dream, your mine



I want to carry you across the vale
I, skilled and trained to rule you

Just take my hand, Just take my hand
I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time
I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time

Tracing borders of the silhouette that’s defining your innocence
Dance in circles like a marionette Embracing the imminence

I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time
I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time

Tracing borders of the silhouette that’s defining your innocence
Dance in circles like a marionette Embracing the imminence

I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time
I promise you
I promise you this will only hurt for a short time

SUBTERFUGE
Once I had moments of clarity
Blind to present, the rising severity

As it seems our lives are filled with so much grace and opulence
We’re grasping our devices as if we were deprived of oxygen

Once I had moments of clarity
Blind to present, the rising severity

As it seems our lives are filled with so much grace and opulence
Grasping our devices as if we were deprived of oxygen
But I can’t remember the last time that I could truly breathe

CARE VALE
I’d evoke the nautilus
Pains from ice and wood beneath my hands
Splinters in the folds and cracks
Am I afraid to lose
I’m tired, I’m cold and I’m tired
I can’t hold on



I need a rescue
Seafarer
I need a rescue

I need a rescue
Seafarer
I need a rescue

A damage done, a damage due
This fate is what I bid to you
For all the things I can’t undo
I guess you thought I needed to feel this
I guess you thought I needed to feel this

The tides have torn apart this broken bow but I have landed here

SEVERANT

Use to dream and wonder what the fight would bring but you lost the battle, you've skipped a 
beat
You wait for ascension but you never be free if you stand beneath the weight of their feet
Masquerading to please the throne as your heart turns to stone

Can you reach and touch what’s beyond it
Can you fathom the fate that’s slowly killing you
The truth, it bleeds through the eyes

Shatter the moonlit sky
Sharpen your wings before you fly
Shatter the moonlit sky
Sharpen your wings before you fly

Through the wind and thunder that the storm would bring you've lost the target, you're 
incomplete
But will you be faithful to the hand that feeds and keep descending in atrophy
Masquerading to please the throne as your heart turns to stone
Can you reach and touch what’s beyond it
Can you fathom the fate that’s slowly killing you

The truth, it bleeds through the eyes

Shatter the moonlit sky
Sharpen your wings before you fly
Shatter the moonlit sky
Sharpen your wings before you fly

The truth, it bleeds through



SPASMA
My old friend, how have you been
I saw your picture on the web and everything looks well
I hope that we can find the time in real life

I’m sorry if I come on too strong
I want more but you don’t have the time
I’m hoping that you will realize that I tried but you don’t have the time
Just don’t feel right

You seem so put together
You seem so figured out
We’re dealing with a digital consequence now

You look so perfect in all the pictures
We’re dealing with a digital consequence

Old friend, how have you been
You seem the same but so different
I hope that we can find the time
Old friend, how have you been in real life
Behind the screen, behind the cool grin

I’m sorry if I come on too strong
I want more but you don’t have the time
I’m hoping that you will realize that I tried but you don’t have the time
Just don’t feel right

You seem so put together
You seem so figured out

We’re dealing with a digital consequence now
You look so perfect in all the pictures
We’re dealing with a digital consequence

Old friend, how have you been
You seem the same but so different
I hope that we can find the time
Old friend, how have you been in real life
Behind the screen, behind the cool grin

You seem the same but different


